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Events and Activities Calendar
VVTE Calendar
Sunday,
22 March 2020

Meet O'Sheas Crossing (9:00)
then lunch at the Linville Pub

Grant and Diane
phone 0417 626 010

Another local run you may be interested in
2 -6 May 2020
Registration 21/2

Toowoomba 50Th
DDVVMC/QHMC

Contact: 50rally@ddvvmc.com.au
or Geoff Kapernick-0427 026 464

President's Report

4 February 2020

Hello Enthusiasts,
It has been a long hot summer since we celebrated two wise birthdays prior to Christmas 2019.
The celebration luncheon, with associated cake cutting and eating, was a well attended, happy
occasion organised for us by Betty. Thank you Betty for the excellent outing (and cake).
Hopefully all have enjoyed the Christmas, New Year and Australia Day holidays with your family
and friends.
These past few months have been tinged with sadness as we watch the drought, heat and fires that
have engulfed enormous sectors of every state and territory. Sadness for the lost lives, the truama
of approaching emergency fire situations and resultant devastating scenes of homes, businesses,
communities and landscapes swallowed by some angry relentless beast that left little or nothing
behind on blackened land. Reflection will long continue throughout our society as we offer
support to those affected.
With last night's shower of rain and an overcast, cooler day together with predictions of more rain
to follow, our thoughts can turn to possibilities of vintage car outings in 2020. Grant and Diane
needed no excuse to test mainly back roads for our day drive in March.
(the President's Report is continued on Page 12)
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Report of Club Event
Christmas lunch at Esk\
Another year ended in the usual way, lunch
at a pub somewhere in the Lockyer Valley.
The Christmas and birthday lunch was
organised by Betty as her Pat is one of the
birthday boys. Being held at the hot time of
the year, most of us (Barbara and I included)
ventured out in our moderns to celebrate in
the Esk pub. It was very pleasing to see,
however, that four of our members, the true
believers, brought their old cars, see
pictured below. It turned out to be a really
nice get-together with the majority of
members in attendance. Those missing had excuses such as injury problems (falling off walking
tracks), holidays, or family duties (baby-sitting grand-children). Our host for the day, a guy named
Joe, was very helpful and quite entertaining, adding additional interest to proceedings. Cake cutting
time arrived. There were no speeches, just cutting then eating. It was a pleasant day and cake
enjoyed by all.

Pat, Betty and family members
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The vintages driven to the lunch by the true believers
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V.V.T.E. DAY TRIP TO THE HISTORIC LINVILLE HOTEL
Sunday 22 March 2020
Starting point: O’Shea's Crossing Rest Area
Arrival time: 9.00am
BYO morning tea.
General meeting

Trip to Linville Pub and lunch
Travel distance: 56 kms total
This includes 15 kms highway driving

Travel time:

About 1hr

RSVP: Friday 6 March - Grant and Diane 0417 626 010

Yet to come in this issue of Moto Media:Page 6
In September of last year, our club was invited to take part in the opening of the new Toowoomba
By-pass road. Following the run, Grant wrote a report which was published in the PreWar BUICK:
E-Magazine. It is common for people to view events differently and so, with Grant's permission, his
report has been included in this edition for your interest.
Page 7
Graham, in 2019, went travelling to the northern reaches of Queensland. He compiled a very
interesting collection of pictures including land and sea-scapes and some interesting vehicles. He is
happy to share these with you. This is Part One of his report. Part Two will follow later.
Page 11
An interesting tit-bit regarding car rental. Nothing new about that concept.
Page 12
Completion of President's Report
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The Toowoomba Bypass Opening
A major and possibly historical event happened in Toowoomba on the weekend of the 7/9/19 and it went pretty
much unnoticed by the rest of the country and even by those down the range in Brisbane. It was the opening of
the new Toowoomba bypass road and what they call the second range crossing. I was unaware that it was so extensive and really is a bypass incorporating a new range crossing that will be barely noticeable in a modern vehicle. One thing that being in car clubs has taught me and especially one that is based in the Gatton and Brisbane
area, is that there are a lot of really good back roads and in some cases the back roads are better than the main
roads. My last count was four different ways plus the new road to get up or down the range at Toowoomba. Mind
you I think the new way will be the way from now on if I want to get there quick and in a safe manner.
The Toowoomba range has been the topic of many a conversation over many, many years and for good reason. It
would be hard to find a motorist any where in Australia that didn’t know of and give the now old range road great
respect. It would rate right up the top of feared ranges in Australia and especially by the trucking industry. Also it
would be hard to find a driver that doesn’t have a tragic or near miss story to tell about the range.
An alternate range crossing has been on the agenda for as long as I can remember but always seemed to be a
bridge too far for politicians until now. Many years in the making and a lot of blood sweat and tears later it is
now a reality. Being a hands on type of bloke myself I tend to look at things from the perspective of construction
and as I drove my 1924 Buick over the new bypass, I took particular attention to the construction detail and imagined all the good, bad, hard and easy times that the workers would have had in the construction. All the disagreements, all the friendships that would have been made and generally the human content to it. I know for a
fact there were some fortunes made and lost during construction and some contracts were never completed and
would have had to be finished by other parties.
But this day was a day of celebration and triumph and my other car club the Vintage Vehicle Touring Enthusiasts
VVTE was one of four local car clubs that were invited to be the first to travel the 30kms or so of new road.
Around 160 cars from classics to vintage did a full circuit in single file limited to 70kph. I think around 2000 cyclists or at least it seemed that many, set off early on the Saturday in the left lane followed by our cars in the right
lane a couple of hours later. Sunday was reserved for the runners and the official opening. Hedley and Barbara’s
roadster and our 24 master were the Buicks in the line up but most breeds of cars were represented. It was a bit of
a special feeling to be part of history as the first run of cars. We were lucky to have a strong head wind to keep
the old cars cool as we snaked up the steep side in our lower gears but I suspect it is a top gear range if you get a
clear run. Shiny cars were rare as any attempts to polish up for the event were lost with a dusty sky stirred up by
the strong winds.

Truckies will be very happy with the result I should imagine, as well as their partners at home thinking
of their safety, but it is a toll road and it will hurt their hip pocket somewhat should they be up and
down all the time. Grey nomads will love it and will make it a must to experience the new range. But
there is a down side. How many adventures of man and machine attacking the Toowoomba range have
been nervously planned, executed with triumph or failure, kept secret or boasted about. I’d like a dollar
for each one. Well now it’s a necessary pathway no more and only needs to be done as a test run or a
boasting point.
Grant Smith
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July, August, 2019 Travels
by Graham Allum.
As some may know I did a lot of travelling in July and August, last year. It started as a train trip at
the start of July.
Because of the timing of the train and the days it runs it worked out that I could have three days in
Townsville with my daughter if I made it to Townsville by the Friday, so that is what I did. Starting
on Monday, July 1 I took a bus to Brisbane, then the train to Cairns; that is 25 hours, on Tuesday, on
the train!
In Cairns, on Wednesday, I visited the Australian Armour and Artillery Museum, and took over 700
photos!

In addition I spent a day and a half with my Mercedes Benz friend Mark Wedrat. We went out in
Mark's 53 Mercedes Benz 220a Cabriolet on Wednesday and went in the 59 Mercedes Benz 220s
Coupe to Herberton on Thursday
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.

Friday morning back on the train to Townsville to spend three days with Ayesha. We went to
Magnetic Island on Saturday, did a military tour of Townsville on the Sunday then looked at other
sites on Monday.
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Then back on the train to Mackay for two days with Gwen & Errol Leggett. Errol and Gwen have a
collection of Mercurys as well as a number of Ford trucks. I drove a few of the Mercurys plus a
very original 39 Ford Deluxe.
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Back on the train Wednesday night; in Brisbane Thursday morning and in Toowoomba Thursday
lunch time. 3,600 kms more or less.
I then procrastinated for a week before hitching up the trailer and aiding Queensland’s rubbish
problem by taking an 87 Cadillac to Ballarat, but that is a story for another time.
Stay tuned for Part Two.
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They don't rent stunning cars like this anymore
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President's Report (continued)
Therefore Enthusiasts prepare your vintage cars and gather at 9 am at O'Shea's Crossing for BYO
morning tea and general meeting followed by another drive to the lunch venue. See the notice on Page 5
of the newsletter for details.
Looking forward to catching up with our members, plus welcome visitors, for a great day's vintage
motoring.
Barbara Dearling

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
POSITION VACANT

Magazine Editor
The position of editor of the Moto Media has
become vacant.
What we need is someone with relatively
limited computer skills, a little spare time
and
an interest in club promotion.
There are approximately 6 publications a year
but this is flexible. Reports are submitted by
club members and the editor simply arranges
these into an acceptable layout and moves it
onto fellow members.
One drawback: pay is very poor.
A handover and previous worksheets will be
made available.
If interested, please contact
Barbara – 0407 567 898
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